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This matter is before the court on 1) the motion filed by Plaintiff De Well Container

Shipping Corp. ("De Well NY" or "Plaintiff') and Third-Party Defendants ("TPDs") Shanghai

De Well Container Shipping Corp., Shi Yang, Chang Woo Kim, and Fang Cheng on

Ja:l;.taty 17,2012,2) the cross motion filed by Defendants Mingwei Guo, Hong Guo, Jackson

Tsai, Rose Panzarella, De Well Logistics USA, Inc. and DW Logistics Solutions, Inc.

("Defendants") and Third-Party Plaintiffs Mingwei Guo, Hong Guo, Rose Panzarella and

Jackson Tsai ("TPPs") on March 6,2012, and 3) the motion filed by Defendants/TPPs r on

December 24, 2012, all of which were submitted on January 29,2013. For the reasons set forth

below, the Courl grants the motion by Defendants/TPPs to enforce the settlement agreement

(motion sequence number 5) and hereby rules that the Agreement in Principle executed on

May 16,2012 is a binding settlement agreement. In light of that determination, the Courl denies,

as moot, 1) the motion by Plaintiff/TPDs to dismiss certain causes of action (motion sequence 3),

and 2) the cross motion by Defendants/TPPs to amend (motion sequence 4).

In accordance with the Agreement in Principle, whose terms include the ultimate

discontinuance ofthe above-captioned action ("Instant Action") and related action ("Related

Action") titled Petitionfor Dissolution of De lV'ell Container Shipping Corp By Mingwei Guo,

Petitioner v. Shanghai De llell Container Shipping Corp., Respondent,Index Number 15941-11,

the Court directs that Defendants/TPPs shall submit judgment, on ten (10) days notice, on or

before Aoril 2.2013. Counsel need not aooear on that date.

I 
The Notice of Motion filed December 24, 2012 states that "Petitioner and Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs" are

moving fbr an order andjudgment enforcing the purported settlement agreement betlveen the pafiies. The reference
to the "Petitioner" is apparently a reference to the related action ("Related Action") titled Petitionfor Dissolution of
De lVell Container Shipping Corp. By Mingwei Guo, Petitioner y. Shanghai De Well Container Shipping Corp ,

Respondent,Index Number 1594 I - I l, discussed herein.



BACKGROLIND

A. Relief Sought

Plaintiff and TPDs move for an Order, pursuant to CPLR $$ 321 1(a)(1)' (5) and (7),

dismissing the third (breach of contract), fourth (promissory estoppel), fifth (breach of the

implied covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing), sixth (negligent misrepresentation), eighth

(promissory estoppel), ninth (constructive discharge), tentir (slander and defamation), eleventh

(tortious interference with business opporlunity), twelfth (civil conspiracy), and thirteenth

(declaratory judgrnent) causes of action in Defendants' Counterclaim and Amended Third-Party

Complaint dated December 14,2011(Ex. A to Cohen Aff. in Supp.iOpp.). 
'?

Defendants and TPPs move for leave to serve and file a Second Amended Third-Pafty

complaint. Defendants and TPPs have provided a copy ofa document titled "Defendants' First

Amended Answer to the Amended complaint and First Amended verified counterclaim" and

"second Amended Verified Third-Party Complaint" (Ex. B to Cohen Afl in Supp.iOpp.) dated

February 24,2012. Counsel for Defendants and TPPs explains that:

In the interest of simplicity and to reduce the number of separate pleadings,

Defendants/ITPPs] previously combined all cf its pleadings into one document,

the "Answer To The Verified Complaint, Counterclaims, and Verified Third-Party

Complaint [underlining in original]," dated October 26, 20i 1, which is the subject of
Plaintiff/[TPDs'] motion for partial dismissal. Accordingly, the Amended Pleading,

attached as Exhibit B, also combines all of Defendants/[TPPs'] proposed pleading into

a single document. Defendants/[TPPs] respectfully request thal the Amended

Pleadings supersede, in their entirety, the prior pleadings.

Cohen Aff. in Supp./Opp. at'lf 9.

Defendants/TPPs also move for an order and judgment enforcing the purporled

settlement agreement between the parlies dated May 16,2012, and declaring it in full force and

efTect.

B. The Parlies' Backsround

The parties' background is outlined in detail in a prior decision ('Prior Decision') ofthe

Court dated Janu ary 13,2012 in which the Court granted the prior motion ("Prior Motion") by

Plaintiff seeking injunctive relief. The Court incorporates the Prior Decision by reference as if
set forth in full herein.

2 Plaintiffrefers to the "Amended Counterclaim," but the December 24, 201 I pleading is titled "Answer to the

Amended Complaint, Counterclaim and Amended Third-Party Complaint" (Cohen Afl in Supp-/Opp. at n. l)



As noted in the Prior Decision, the Amended Complaint describes this action as follows:

This is an action by a New York corporation to redress a pattem ofsevere and

continuing misconduct and breaches of fiduciary duty by former and current

directors, officers, and employees of fPlaintiffl that has severely damaged the hnancial

stability and corporate good will of [Plaintiffl and, if allowed to continue, threatens the

corporation's survival.

More specifically, this case involves Defendants' gross mismanagement, fraudulent

conduct, unauthorized and illegal corporate actions, improper use of corporate

funds, and ongoing plan to divert business from Plaintiffto two new corporations,

each of which was established by Defendant Hong Guo during the time that she

served as the President of [Plaintiff], and each of which is 100% owned by her.

Documentary evidence obtained by Plaintiff leaves no question of Ms' Guo's
intention to divert [Plaintiffs] business to her newly-created companies' and ofher
use of [Plaintiff s] resources, employees, and assets to build t]rose companies. It is
equally indisputable that each ofthe Defendants herein knew ofand participated in,

and supported Ms. Guo's plan at every opporhmity.

Amended Compl. at tfll 1 and 2

The Amended Complaint contains eighteen ( | 8) causes of action. Those causes of action

are: l) a request for a declaratory judgment, as to all Defendants, with respect to the validity of

cefiain resolutions adopted at a Special Meeting convened on September 6, 201 I and the

resulting authority ofcertain individuals vis a vis Plaintifi 2) conversion, as to Defendants Hong

(Kim) Guo (Ms. Huo"), Jackson Thai ('Thai') and Mingwei (Peter) Huo ("Mr. Huo")' related to

their refusal to retum control of corporate assets to the Corporation, 3) conversion, as to

Defendants Ms. Guo, Tsai and Rose Panzarella ("Panzarclld'), related to their thefl/destruction

ofbank records, 4) conversion, as to Defendant Tsai, based on his misappropriation of corporate

funds for writing checks from Plaintiffto himselftotaling over $40,000, 5) a violation ofNew

York Business Corporations Law $ 720, as to Defendants Mr. and Mrs. Huo, for improperly

conveying Plaintiffs assets to Defendants, 6) trademark infringement, against all Defendants,

for infringing Plaintiff s De well Marks by incorporation a competing company intended to

ofler identical services under the trade name DW Logistics Solutions, Inc. and/or De Well

Logistics USA, Inc., 7) unfair competition and misappropriation, against all Defendants, based

on Defendants' use of "DW" and/or "De Well" in connection with services they have offered, in

a manner designed to deceive the public and misappropriate Plirintiffs intellectual property,

reputation and good will, 8) a violation of New York General Business Law $ 133, against all

Defen<lants, based on Defendants' use of Plaintiff s symbol with the intent to deceive or mislead



the public, 9) a violation ofNew York General Business Law $ 349, against all Def-endants,

based on Defendants' conduct which includes rnaterially misleading conduct and actions

targeted at consurners, 10) State Law Trademark Dilution, as to all Defendants, based on their

use of Plaintiff s marks which is likely to dilute Plaintiff s trademarks and service marks,

I 1) injury to business reputation, against all Defendants, 12) breach of fiduciary duty as to Ms.

Guoby, inter a/ia, her use of Plaintiff s funds and facilities to form a competing business,

13) breach of fiduciary duty as to Mr. Guo by, inter alia,his use of Plaintiffs funds and facilities

to form a competing business, 14) breach of fiduciary duty by Panzarella by, inter alia, engaging

in conduct that facilitated the formation, licensing and operation of the unauthorized De Well

entities and concealing that conduct from Plaintiff, 15) breach of fiduciary duty by Tsai by, inter

alia, engaging in conduct that facilitated the formation, licensing and operation ofthe

unauthorized De Well entities and concealing that conduct from Plaintifl l6) aiding and abetting

breach offiduciary duty by Panzarella by providing Ms. Guo with substantial assistance in her

acts ofbreaching her fiduciary duties to Plaintiff, 17) aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary

duty by Tsai by providing Ms. Guo with substantial assistance in her acts of breaching her

fiduciary duties to Plaintiff, and 18) civil conspiracy against all Defendants who allegedly

participated in a "common plan to enrich themselves at the expense of [Plaintiffl" (Am. Compl.

at fl 165).

In the Prior Decision, the Court granted Plaintiff s Prior Motion in its entirety based on

the Court's conclusion that Plaintiffhad demonstrated a likelihood ofsuccess on the merits of its

trademark claim by providing substantial evidence that the De Well NY Marks are entitled to

trademark protection, Defendants' use of the De Well Marks is junior to Plaintiff s use of those

Marks, and the Marks at issue are likely to be confused, given the a) inherent distinctiveness and

awareness in the marketplace of the De Well Marks, b) the substantial similarity of Defendants'

Marks and the De Well Marks, and c) the fact that the parties provide identical selices and

clearly compete with each other. The Court also noted that Plaintiff provided substantial

evidence ofDefendants' bad faith in adopting the competing Marks, as evidenced by the emails

demonstrating Defendants' intention to use a mark likely to cause confusion with the De Well

Marks, to communicate to Plaintiff s customers that Defendants are affiliated with De Well NY

and its affiliated companies, and to hide theh actions from Plaintiff. The Court also determined

that Plaintiffhad established irreparable harm by demonstrating that, without the requested

injunctive reliel it would lose control over the reputation of its trademark pending trial, because



ioss of coniroi ovet one's reputation is neither calculable nor precisely compensable Finally'

the Court held that a balancing ofthe equities clearly favored Plaintiff, in light of tlie evidence

before the Court ofan apparently secretive and well-organized plan by Defendants to open a

business that competes with Plaintifl in part by the seemingly improper use of the De Well

Mark.

In the Prior Decision, the Court directed that Defendants Mingwei Guo, Hong Guo,

Jackson Tsai, Rose Panzarella, De Well Logistics USA, Inc. and DW Logistics Solutions, lnc.,

their officers, agents, servants, employees and attomeys, and all those persons acting in concert

with them, pending disposition of this action, were immediately enjoined from l) using on or in

connection with any goods or services, including for the importation, sale, offering for sale,

distribution, advertising, promotion, labeling ot packaging of any goods or services, or using for

any commercial purpose whatsoever, including listings in directories and other traie

publications, any trademark, service mark, name, word, symbol or device that includes the term

"DE WELL" or "DW," or any colorable imitation, variation or derivation thereof, or any mark

that is likely to be confused with any mark owned or used by Plaintiff; 2) representing by any

means whatsoever, whether directly or indirectly, that any services or goods sold, offered for

sale, advertised, promoted or provided by Defendants are associated or affiliated with,

sponsored, endorsed or authorized by, or connected to Plaintiff; 3) committing any further acts

of trademark infringement, unfair competition, deceptive trade practices or false advertising with

respect to any product or service of Plaintiff; and 4) causing, engaging or permitting any

individual or entity to perform any ofthe aforementioned acts.

In support of their counterclaims and Amended Third-Party complaint (Ex. A to Cohen

Aff. in Supp./App.), Defendants/TPPs provide allegations regarding inter alia 1) the formation

of Shanghai De Well Container Transport Corp. ("shanghai De Well"),2) the formation of

Plaintiff De Well, 3) De Well's Early Years (1996-2005) and its cost, insurance and freight

("CIF") Business,4) De Well's Later Years (2005-2010) and its freight on board ("FOB")

Business, 5) De Weil Container Shipping Inc. ('De Well LA") competing with De Well

beginning in 2005, 6) De Well Group LLC ("De Well Group") competing with De Well

beginning in 2009, 7) Shanghai De Well's audit of De Well in 2010, 8) Shangahi De Well's

failure to account to De Well beginning in 201 l, 9) Shanghai De Well's takeover of De Well in

201 l, 10) Defendant Panzarella's forced resignation from De Well, and i 1) the grounds for

dissolution of De Well pursuant to Business Corporation Law $ 1104-a including but not limited



to the conduct of De Well and its directoru and olficers in freezing Mingwei (Peter) Guo and

Hong (Kim) Guo from the business affairs of De Well and diverting De Well's corporate assets

for non-corporate purposes.

Defendants/TPPs assert thirteen (13) causes ofaction: 1) breach offiduciary duty, by

Peter Guo against Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Chang Woo Kim, 2) aiding and abetting

breach offiduciary duty, by Peter Guo against Fran Cheng, 3) breach of contract, by Peter and

Kim Guo, against Shanghai De Well and Time Yang, 4) promissory estoppel, by Peter and Kim

Guo against shanghai De well and Time Yang, 5) breach of the implied covenant of good faith

and fair dealing, by Peter Guo against Shanghai De Well and Time Yang, 6) negligent

misrepresentation, by Peter and Kim Guo against Shanghai De Well and Time Yang, 7) a request

for an accounting, by Peter Guo against Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Chang Woo Kim,

8) promissory estoppel, by Kim Guo, Jackson Tsai and Rose Marie Panzarella against De Well,

Shanghai De Well and Time Yang, 9) constructive discharge, by Kim Guo against De Well and

Time Yang, 10) slander and defamation, by Kim Guo and Rose Marie Panzarella against Time

Yang and Fran Cheng, l1) tortious interference with business opportunity, by Kim Guo, Jackson

Tsai and Rose Marie Panzarella against Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Fran Cheng, 12) civil

conspiracy, by Peter Guo, Kim Guo, Jackson Tsai and Rose Marie Panzarella against Shanghai

De Well, Time Yang and Fran Cheng, and 13) a request for a declaratory judgment declaring

that Plaintiffs and TPDs' actions, including their alleged diversion of De Well assets and

removal of Peter Guo from De Well's board of directors, are in derogation of TPPs' rights

In their proposed First Amended Verified Counterclaim/Second Amended Verified

Third-Party Complaint ("Proposed Counterclaim and TPC"), Defendants/TPPs assert eleven (l l)

causes of action: 1) breach of contract, by Peter and Kim Guo against Shanghai De Well and

Time Yang, 2) breach ofthe implied covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing, by Peter and Kim

Guo against Shanghai De Well and Time Yang, 3) fraud, by Peter and Kim Guo against

Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Fran Cheng, 4) conspiracy to commit fraud, by Peter and

Kim Guo against Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Fran Cheng, 5) Negligent

Misrepresentation, by Peter and Kim Guo against Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Fran

Cheng,6) breach of fiduciary duty, by Peter Guo against Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and

Chang Woo Kim, 7) aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty, by Peter Guo against Fran

Cheng, 8) promissory estoppel, by Peter and Kim Guo against De Well, Shanghai De Well and

Time Yang, 9) a request for an accounting by Peter and Kim Guo against De Well, Shanghai De



Well, Time Yang and Chang Woo Kim, 10) quantum meruit, by Kim Guo against De Well,

Shanghai De Well and Time Yang, and 11) unjust enrichment, by Peter and Kim Guo against De

Well, Shanghai De Well, Time Yang and Fran Cheng.

In supporl of Plaintiff/TPDs' motion to dismiss, counsel for Plaintiffs/TPDs ("Plaintiff s

Counsel") provides copies of 1) a New York Department of State filing receipt reflecting

Plaintiff s incorporation (Ex. A to Goodhouse Aff. in Supp.),2) De Well Shanghai's share

certificate, signed by Mr. Yang in his former capacity as secretary of Plaintiff and by Ms. Guo in

her former capacity as president of Plaintiff (ld. at Ex. B), 3) Plaintiffs bylaws (rd. at Ex. C),

and 4) an email message sent by Ms. Guo to Mr. Yang on September 8, 2011 containing the

heading "Resignation Letter" (id. at Ex. D).

In support of Defendants/TPPs' motion to enforce the settlement agreement, Peter (iuo

("Guo") provides a copy ofa document titled "Agreement in Principle" dated May 16, 2012

( Guo Aff in Supp. at fl 1) which Guo affirms he negotiated and executed. Guo affirms that the

Agreement in Principle (Ex. 1 to P. Guo Aff. in Supp.) settled the Instant Action as well as the

Related Action.

Guo affirms that he and TPD Shi (Time) Yang were classmates, longtime friends and

business partners who have been involved in the Instant and Related Actions which involve the

control, management and possible dissolution of De Well. "At the behest of, and with the

approval and encouragement ofour respective counsel" (Guo Aff. in Supp. at lJ 8), Guo and

Time met in New York City on May 16,2012 for fourteen hours ('Meeting"). Guo had

authority to represent the other Defendants and understood that Time similarly had authority to

represent the PlaintifflTPDs. Guo affums that he and Time negotiated a global settlement of the

two Actions and drafted the Agreement in Principle, which they both signed. Guo affirms that

their intent in signing the Agfeement in Principle, as reflected by the language in the Agreement,

was "to negotiate all of the substantive terms of a settlement and leave it to our respective

Iawyers to 'draft a formal agreement"' (ld. at fl 10). Moreover, Guo affirms, in light of the fact

that Chinese is the native language ofGuo and Time, "to leave no doubt as to our intentions we

repeated the first such provisior-r in Chinese, the English translation olwhich reads: 'The two

sides will no long[er] pursue the other side for the past claims, and all the claims are written

off" (id. at ll 11).



i-he Agreernent in Principle, signed by'I'ime and Mingwei (Peter) reads as foilows:

(Yang shi)
- Time shall pay one Lump Sum, $1.25 million to Mingwei Guo within 7 working days

after signing the formal agreement.

- fwriting in Chinese]
No recourse to each other for whatever the claims against each other in the past.

- If any tax issues arise in the future for the tar-retums for the years 2010 and before,

Time and Mingwei Guo shall share the total cost at 50/50.

- All the legal proceedings shall be cancelled and stopped by each party.

- This settlement is for Time to take over all the shares of DeWell from
Mingwei Guo in tlle [company]. Mingwei Guo and Family shall not use De Well
name for any NVOCC/Freight Forwarding Business.

- Lawyers for each party shall draft the formal agreement.

Guo affirms that the Agreement in Principle "embodied all of the material terms that we

agreed upon, so that we did not state in it that we required further negotiations or reserved any

rights" (Guo Aff. in Supp. at fl l6). Moreover, in light of the fact that Time and Guo were not

attomeys, they agreed that their respective counsel would subsequently prepare a "formal

agreement" which incorporated "non-material boileqplate language" (id. atl l1). Guo affirms

that, following their meeting, Time "reneged" on the Agreement and attempted to renegotiate it

by asking Guo to accept less than the $1.25 million on which they agreed.

In opposition, Shi Yang (Time) disagrees with Guo's contention that the Agresment in

Principle was intended to settle the Instant and Related Actions. Time describes De Well's

claims as "specific, well-documented, properly pleaded and reflective of a longstanding pattern

of unchecked greed and gross mismanagement on the part ofthe defendants" (Time Aff. in Opp.

at fl 7). Thus, he submits, unless the parties reach a "truly comprehensive settlement" that allows

De Well to recoup its losses (id.),De Well intends to pursue this litigation. Time affirms that he

approached the Meeting with these considerations in mind.

Time confirms that the Meeting lasted for over 14 hours, without the parties' counsel

present. He affirms, however, that he and Guo did not reach a global settlement of the Actions

as demonstrated by numerous events. Prior to the Meeting, counsel for Guo tendered, and

requested that the parties execute, an agreement providing that no communications made by the

parties during the Meeting would be admissions in this litigation. Time and Guo agreed to and



executed the confidentiality agreernel)t (Ex. A to Time A1i in Opp.). Time aflirms that it was

his understanding that the Meeting would be "solely to facilitate settlement and no

communications or preliminary agreements coming from the [M]eeting would be admissible or

hnal and binding on the parties'' (Time Aff. in Opp. at $ l0).

Time also affirms that the focus of the Meeting was on Shanghai De Well's purchase of

Guo's minority stake in De Well, and the Agreement in Principle reflects that he and Guo

reached a "conceptual agreement" on a price for those shares (Time Aff. in Opp. at fl 11)' ln

addition, Time and Guo disagreed as to whether the share price should be adjusted to reflect

damages resulting from Ms. Guo's and Mr. Tsai's misappropriation of De Well assets and,

tlerefore, Time disagrees with Guo's assertion that the price agreed on factored in De Well's

damage claims.

Time avers, furlher, that he explained to Guo, both during and after the Meeting, that any

final settlement had to include a provision preventing Defendants from competing unfairly with

De Well. They "agreed to a limited provision covering the use of t}e De Well name in the

Agreement in Principle and agreed to discuss the scope ofa more complete non-compete

agreement further" (Time Aff. in Opp. at $ 13). Time submits, further, that Guo's claim that the

$1.25 million price for his shares factors in the value of the damage claims is illogical because it

would be unreasonable for Time both to overpay Guo for his shares and to forego all ofDe

Well's damage claims against Defendants. Time also affirms that he and Guo never discussed

who the "parties" were who would agree to "cancel" the legal proceedings, and notes that the

Agreement in Principle does not define who those parties are. Time also submits that the

language in the Agreement in Principle stating that no party would incur any obligation until

seven days after a final agreement was signed is further evidence that the Agreement in Principle

was not a binding document.

Time also affirms that on May 17, 2012, he spoke with Guo by telephone and discussed

open issues that still needed to be resolved. During that conversation, Time emphasized the need

for a non-competition provision preventing Guo's new freight forwarding companies from

competing unfairly with De Weil. During that conversation, Guo asked Time to expand the

parties' agreement so that all claims against Defendant Panzarella would be released. This

conversation, Time submits, was further evidence that the Agreement in Principle was not a ftnal

agreement settling all claims against all parties and was not intended to apply to claims against

parties other than Guo.

10



Time also disputes Guo's assefiion that he had the authority to resolve the matter on

behalfofall Defendants/TPPs, particularly in light ofthe fact that Guo defines his "side" as

"Kim Guo, Jackson, Tsai, etc." (Guo Aff. in Supp. at !f 8) which does not include all ofthe

Defendants. Time notes that there are three other Defendants against whom De Well has

asseded claims who are not mentioned in the Agreement in Principle or in Guo's affidavit, two

of whom are currently subjected to the injunctive relief awarded in the Prior Decision. Time

affirms that he understood the terms "each other" and "each party" in the Agreement in Principle

to refer solely to Guo and Time, with the understanding that Time was acting for himself, De

Well and Shanghai De Well. Time understood Guo's use of the term "Guo and Family" to

include Ms. Guo and Mr. Tsai, who are Guo's wife and brother-inJaw. Time also submits that

there is no language in the Agreement in Principle reflecting the parties' intent to address the

third-parfy claims asserted against Shanghai De Well, Time, Fang Cheng and Chang Woo Kim.

In addition, Guo has not affirmed that he had authority to act for Defendant/TPP Panzarella and

the fact that Guo requested on May 17, 20i 2 that the Agreement in Principle be modified to

include her reflects that Guo did not understand the Agreement in Principle to apply to

Panzarclla. Finally, two of the Defendants in this litigation, De Well Logistics USA, Inc. and

DW Logistics Solutions, Inc., are also not mentioned in the Agreement in Principle or in Guo's

Affidavit in Support. Time affirms that he and Guo did not discuss the claims against these

corporate Defendants.

Time affirms that, following the execution of the Agreement in Principle and his

subsequent negotiations with Guo, Time instructed De Well's coursel to attempt to memorialize

the agreement in a formal settlement agreement. De Well's counsel drafted an agreement

"according to my understanding of the Agreement in Principle" (Time Aff. in Opp. at !f 27). The

draft agreement provided for the sale of De Well shares from Guo to Shanghai De Well, and

included a provision prohibiting "Mingwei Guo and Family," (id.) which included Ms. Guo and

Mr. Tsai, and their respective spouses and siblings, from using De Well's name. The agreement

also included provisions stating that De Well, Shanghai De Well, Time's wife and Time released

Guo ftom any claims, and Guo released those same parties from any potential claims. Guo

rejected this agreement and insisted on including all parties to the lawsuit in the settlement

agreement, despite the fact that the Agreement in Principle makes no reference to several ofthe

claims and/or oarties.

l1



In reply, Guo argues that it would have been a "total waste of time" if the 14 hour

Meeting were conducted without Guo and Time both having the authority of the other parties

and being aware that the other had the authority of his respective parties. (Guo Reply Aff at fl

4). Guo affirms that, before the Meeting began, Guo and Time 1) discussed and agreed that they

would remain at the Meeting until they had reached a global settlement; and 2) signed the

confidentiality agreement prepared by their attomeys, which applies to both Actions, including

the Related Action to which Time is not a party. Guo submits, further, that Time's concession in

his Affidavit that he was acting on behalf of De Well and Shanghai De Well "flies in the face of'

his claim that the Agreement in Principle binds only Guo and Time (id. at fl 6). Moreover, Time

is the CEO of De Well, and the majority or sole shareholder and Chairman of Shanghai De Well,

and is therefore authorized to act on behalfofthose corporations. Guo affrrms that he and Time

jointly drafted the Agreement in Principle, and Guo physically wrote the terms out as agreed to

by the two of thern. As Guo wrote each paragraph, he and Time ensured that both understood

and agreed to the meaning of the paragraph.

Guo affirms that he and Time were able to draft the Agreement in Principle,

notwithstanding the seeming complexity ofthese proceedings, in light ofthe fact that there were

only three essential issues to be addressed: 1) the amount ofthe monetary payout to Guo for his

interest in De Well and monetary damages, if any, to any pa(y, 2) any post-buyout covenants, in

light ofthe fact that Guo and his wife, and Jackson Tsai and Rosemarie Panzarella were

associated in some fashion with De Well, and 3) the termination of all legal claims and

proceedings. The Agreement in Principle memorialized their agreement as to these material

points by providing that 1) Time would pay $ 1.25 million to Guo, which took into account the

fact that there would be no other monetary recovery for any party for the numerous competing

claims; 2) as Time was aware that Ms. Guo was operating a freight forwarding business in the

same building in which De Well was located, it was agreed that the non-competition or non-

solicitation covenants would only involve the agreement not to use the De Well name; and 3) the

Instant and Related Actions would be discontinued and all claims released.

Guo notes that Time is a "sophisticated businessman of longstanding who has been in

business throughout the world" (Guo Reply Aff. at fl l6). Thus, Time is aware that if parties do

not intend an agreement to be binding, it is left unsigned or includes disclaimers such as the

words "non-binding." Guo also objects to PlaintifF/TPDs' refetence in the motion papers to

communications at the settlement meeting in light of the confidentiality agreement in which it

t2



was agreed that ail such cornmunications would be confidential. Guo notes that he has refrained

from describing the conversations during the lengthy Meeting. Guo also notes that the

Agreement in Principle states that the attorneys will draft the formal agreement, not the final or

binding agreement, and the Agreement in Principles makes no reference to any fudher

negotiations.

C. The Parties' Positions

Defendants/TPPs submit that 1) the Court has authority and jurisdiction to enforce the

Agreement in Principle in the Instant and Related Actions; 2) the Court has authority to enter a

judgment pursuant to the terms ofthe settlement reached pursuant to the Agreement in Principle;

3) the Agreement in Principle meets the statutory criteria ofCPLR $ 2104 and is in all respects a

binding and enforceable contract in light ofthe fact that a) it is in writing; b) it is executed by

Peter Guo on behalf of Defendants/TPPs and Time Yang on behalf of Plaintiff/TPDs; c) it

incorporates all the material terms that would be anticipated and expected in these Actions,

including the buyout price, payment terms, the redemption of De Well's shares, a covenant that

neither Peter Guo nor his family would use the De Well name in their competing freight

forwarding business, and a resolution and release of all ofthe claims that the parties have against

each other in the Instant and Related Actions; and 4) the fact that the parties left open the

drafting ofa formal agreement by counsel does not render the Agreement in Principle invalid.

In opposition, Plaintiffs/TPDs submit that the Agreement in Principle is not a binding

agreement, and did not settle the Instant and Related Actions, in light ofthe fact that the

Agreement in Principle 1) contains only the signature of Mr. Guo and is not signed by De Well,

Shanghai De Well and the other Defendants; 2) is "merely an incomplete tetm sheef' (Ps/TPDs'

Memo. of Law in Opp. at p. 6) and an agreement to agree; 3) is "almost hopelessly vague" (ld)

in light of the fact, e, g., that it makes no reference to most ofthe parties; and 4) is expressly

contingent on the execution ofa final, binding agreement.

In reply, Defendants/TPPs submit inter alia that Time's own affirmations demonstrate

that the Agreement in Principle was intended to be a global resolution of all issues, with respect

to all parties. Defendants/TPPs note that Time's Affrdavit in Opposition includes his

concessions that 1) he met with Peter Guo in an attempt to reach a global settlement; 2) the

settlement was intended to facilitate a buyout by Shanghai De Well of Mr' Guo's shares, a

release by De Well and Mr. Guo of their mutual claims against each other and a covenant by Ms.
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Guo and Mr. Tsai not to misappropriate the De Well name; and 3) Time was acting for himself

and for De Well and Shanghai De Well.

RULING OF THE COURT

Stipulations of settlement are favored by the courts, and will not lightly be cast aside.

Wil Can (USA) Group, Inc. v. Zhang,73 A.D.3d 1166,1167 (2d Dept. 2010), citing Hallockv.

State of New York,64 N.Y .2d224,230 (1984) and Matter of Byrne v. Nassau County Bd. of

Elections,307 A.D.2d 1053 (2d Dept. 2003). In determining whether the settlement agreement

here was enforceable, the Court tums first to CPLR $ 2104, titled "Stipulations." That statute

provides as follows:

An agreement between parties or their attomeys relating to any matter in an action,
other than one made between counsel in open court, is not binding upon a party unless

it is in a writing subscribed by him or his attomey or reduced to the form ofan order

and entered. With respect to stipulations of settlement and notwithstanding the form
of the stipulation of settlement, the terms of such stipulation shall be filed by the

defendant with the county clerk.

Because a stipulation of settlement is a contract, the question whether such a contract is

formed, as well as the interpretation ofthat contract, are determined by reference to principles of

contract law. See, e.g., Akhawhati v. Zandani, 32 A.D.3d 805 (2d Dept. 2011). Among these

principles are that an enforceable stipulation must be definite, and not leave open essential terms.

See, e.g., Bonnette v. Long kland College Hosp.,3 N.Y. 3d 281 (2004) ("[]f settlements, once

entered, are to be enforced with rigor and without a searching examination into their substance, it

becomes all the more important that they be clear, final and the product of mutual accord).

In consideration ofthese precepts, the Court grants the mction by Defendants/TPPs for

an order andjudgment enforcing the purported settlement agreement between the parties dated

May 16, 2012, and declaring it in full force and effect. Preliminarily, the Court concludes that

Mingwei (Peter) Guo and Shi Yang (Time) attended the meeting with the authority to act on

behalfoftheir respective parties. It strains the bounds of credulity to conclude that these

individuals. who have a comprehensive knowledge of the relevant facs, are relaled to cerlain

other parties and are in positions ofcontrol ofrelevant entities, would meet for 14 hours solely to

resolve a single issue between the two of them. By contrast, the only reasonable inference, and

the one that the Court thus draws, is that these individuals had the actual and apparent authority

to represent the other Plaintiffs/TPDs and Defendants/TPPs.
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The Court concludes tiat the Agreement in Principle is a binding settlement agreemenL.

It is in writing and signed by the parties who, the Court has concluded, had the authority to act

for the other affected parties. Moteover, it addresses all relevant terms, including the buyout

price, payment terms, the redemption of De Well's shares, a covenant that neither Peter Guo nor

his family would use the De Well name in their competing freight forwarding business, and a

resolution and release of all ofthe claims that the parties have against each other in the Instant

and Related Actions. In light of the public policy favoring the enforcement of settlement

agreements, and in consideration ofthe language ofthe Agreement in Principle which contains

no limiting language or reference to future negotiations, the Court concludes that the fact that the

parties left open the drafting of a formal agreement by counsel does not render the Agreement in

Principle invalid.

For the reasons set forth below, the Court grants the motion by Defendants/TPPS to

enforce the settlement agreement and hereby rules that the Agreement in Principle executed on

May 16, 2012 is a binding settlement agreement. In light of that determination, the Court denies,

as moot, 1) the motion by Plaintiff/TPDs to dismiss certain causes of action (motion sequence 3),

and 2) the cross motion by DefendantsiTPPS to amend (motion sequence 4).

All matters not decided herein are hereby denied.

This constitutes the decision and order ofthe Court.

DATED: Mineola, NY

March 13,2013
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